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INTRODUCTION
In animal breeding, many traits admit repeated measurements or test-day records over time. In
order to model the expectation and covariance of these characters as a function of time, the
interest in using test-day models (TDM) in the context of the Gaussian mixed linear model has
increased in recent years. Even though the advantages of TDM are well known, a problem that
frequently arises is the choice of suitable number terms in the linear function. Jensen (2001)
discussed various strategies about model choice and, within the Bayesian framework, he
suggested Bayesian model averaging to consider the uncertainty around the model for the
prediction of breeding values. In this work we implement a simple and flexible Bayesian
approach proposed by Kuo and Mallick (1998) to subset a pre-specified set of covariates that
best describe the trait of interest in a random coefficient regression model (RRM). The
posterior probability of each regressor entering the model is computed using the Gibbs
sampling algorithm. The method is illustrated with a simple example where the variable
selection strategy is limited to the fixed effects.
METHODS
The method of Kuo and Mallick (1998) expands the usual regression model to include an
indicator variable for each predictor considered. In standard notation and for a RRM,
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where yjkl is the record l for animal j in contemporary group k, zjlm is the known covariate m for
animal j and record l associated with time, bkm are the “fixed” regression coefficients that
describe the average curve for contemporary group (CG) k, ujm and pjm the additive genetic and
permanent environmental random regression coefficients for animal j, and γ, δ and θ are
indicator variables (I). In matrix notation
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where D0, G and P are the covariance matrices for the regressors describing the “fixed”,
additive genetic and permanent environmental effects, A = additive relationship matrix, Γ=
Diag(γkm), ∆= Diag(δjm), Θ= Diag(θjm) and R = Iσ2e.
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Prior distributions are : G ∼Inv-Wishartnu((νa, (νa Sa)-1) ; P ∼Inv-Wishartnu((νp, (νp Sp)-1) ; σ2e
∼I-Gamma(νe, se); γ, δ and θ are i.i.d. with Binomial distribution Bi(1,pi), where pi = prior
probability of including the ith regression coefficient in the model. The joint posterior density is
f(Γ,β,∆,Θp,σ2a,σ2p,σ2e|y)∝ f(y| Γ,β,σ2e) f(Γ) f(β) f(σ2e) f(∆)f(u|G)f(G) f(Θ)f(p|P)f(P), and the
posterior conditional distributions are
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Y, b, u, p, G, P , R, Γ , Λ ., Θ = IG(n + ν e ; eˆ' eˆ + ν e ⋅ S e ) , with ê = Y − X∆b − Z∆u − WΘp .

The posterior distribution of each indicator variable (Ii) is : (Ii |Y, b, u, p, G, P, R, I-i)~Bi(1,ωi)
pi ⋅ exp(e*' R −1e* )
, e* = residual if Ii=1 and e** = residual if Ii=0
ϖi =
* *' − 1 * *
*' − 1 *
(1 − pi ) ⋅ exp(e R e ) + pi ⋅ exp(e R e )
The method allows to select a different linear function for each effect in the model or to force
the same function in some of them.
Linear growth model example. We present a simplified example where the uncertainty
around the model is limited to the “fixed” effects. The data came from the beef cattle selection
experiment included in the DFREML package (Meyer, 1998). The model was defined as
 m
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y jkl = ∑ m = 0  ∏ (γ ki )bkm z jlm  + ∑ m = 0 u jm z jlm + ∑ m = 0 p jm z jlm + e jkl
 i =0

Note that in this model the specification of the indicator variables is such that it is only
possible to select complete polynomials. If one Ii = 0, regressors of higher order will be
excluded. Legendre polynomials were used to model the “fixed” and random curves, where m
determines the number of polynomial terms in the model. The contemporary groups
represented 10 paddocks and the maximum m allowed in the linear function was 5. For the
additive genetic and permanent environmental effects m = 2.
Priors. For variance components we considered flat priors : p(G), p(P), p(σ2e) ∝ constant.
However, for b we considered alternative priors because previous experience with fixed
effects models indicated that the posterior probability of the indicator variables is sensitive to
the choice of the priors for b (Steibel and Grignola, 2000 ; 2001). These priors were the mean
and variance of each regressor obtained from a previous run considering the full model. The
resulting variance of each regressor was multiplied by a constant, k = 1, 10, 100, ni (ni :
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number of observations corresponding to each regressor) to vary the amount of information in
the prior.
Gibbs sampling. A blocked Gibbs sampling algorithm was used to estimate the linear
parameters, and indicator variables were sampled one at a time. The algorithms of Raftery and
Lewis (1992) were used to assess convergence. In order to estimate the quantile 0.5 of each
parameter with a precision of 0.01, a burn-in period of 500 iterations and a sample size of
50000 iterations were required.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Posterior probabilities. The posterior probabilities of the selected models were affected by
the choice of the prior for b (figure 1). Based on the variance components estimates and
previous experience with this method (Steibel and Grignola, 2001), only results from the
analyses using k = 10 and k = ni for the priors of b are presented.

Figure 1. Posterior probabilities for each possible model using different priors for b.
Different colors represent the order of the selected polynomial.

Figure 2. Growth curves posterior means (thick lines) ± 3 STD (thin lines) obtained
across models and k = 10, and posterior means for the full model (blue lines with
squares)
Average growth curves. Figure 2 shows the posterior probabilities for growth curves
averaged across models, for 2 contemporary groups and prior k = 10, and for the complete
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model. The results indicate that the curve from the average model performs as good as the full
model.
Genetic parameters. Quantiles for the posterior distribution of the variance components
presented in table 1 show that the Bayesian selection method gives similar results to those
obtained under the full model.
Table 1. Quantiles for the marginal posterior distribution of the variance components
corresponding to the full models and models with variable selection
Full-model
G
Element Q0.05 Q0.50
11
2145 3392
12
265 547
13
-764 -501
22
68
147
23
-119 -59
33
58
116
2
σ e:
1262 1359

P
Q0.95 Q0.05 Q0.50
4609 482 1216
837 -17 158
-271 -416 -194
245
24
73
-1
-52
-1
200
24
69
1465 1262 1359

Selection k=10
G
Q0.95 Q0.05 Q0.50
2279 2144 3371
400 263 541
-32 -751 -492
159
65
142
45 -117 -60
140
55
111
1465 1284 1383

Q0.95
4562
826
-265
237
-3
193
1493

Q0.05
472
-13
-414
23
-53
23
1284

P
Q0.50
1191
157
-196
70
-4
69
1383

Q0.95
2236
392
-35
153
41
138
1493

CONCLUSION
The Bayesian variable selection algorithm presented here incorporates the uncertainty about
the specification of the linear functions in the inference of the model parameters. It can be
considered as an alternative to the Bayesian model averaging proposed by Raftery et al. (1997)
when the marginal posterior distribution of the parameters are averaged across models. Next
steps will include the implementation of the method for the additive genetic and permanent
environmental effects.
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